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Abstract. Considerable progress has recently been made in using clause weight-
ing algorithms such as DLM and SDF to solve SAT benchmark problems. While
these algorithms have outperformed earlier stochastic techniques on many larger
problems, this improvement has been bought at the cost of extra parameters and
the complexity of fine tuning these parameters to obtain optimal run-time per-
formance. This paper examines the use of parameters, specifically in relation to
DLM, to identify underlying features in clause weighting that can be used to
eliminate or predict workable parameter settings. To this end we propose and em-
pirically evaluate a simplified clause weighting algorithm that replaces the tabu
list and flat moves parameter used in DLM. From this we show that our simpli-
fied clause weighting algorithm is competitive with DLM on the four categories
of SAT problem for which DLM has already been optimised.

1 Introduction

One of the basic aims of artificial intelligence research is to replace tasks requiring hu-
man expertise with automated or algorithmic solutions. For instance, the constraint sat-
isfaction problem (CSP) formalism and the development of general purpose constraint
solving technologies is intended to replace the task of writing specific algorithms to
solve specific problems. However, human input is still required to model problems, se-
lect appropriate constraint solving techniques and to fine tune parameters that in turn
optimise performance in particular problem domains. Typically, this tuning process re-
quires a significant period of trial and error (especially for stochastic search techniques).
Further, the complexity of parameter setting grows exponentially rather than linearly as
the number of parameters increases. For these reasons we can conclude that, given an
algorithm with a set ofn parameters, removal of a subsetk of these parameters with-
out significant impact on the sensitivities and range of the remainingn− k parameters
generates a more effective and usable algorithm.

In this paper we look at parameter elimination for clause weighting algorithms in
the satisfiability (SAT) problem domain. We have chosen SAT due to the significant
and ongoing improvement in the performance of SAT algorithms that has occurred in
the last decade. In particular, we are interested in clause weighting, because current
techniques such as the Discrete Langrangian Method (DLM) [10], Smooth Descent



and Flood (SDF) [6] and the Exponentiated Subgradient algorithm (ESG) [7] repre-
sent state-of-the-art performance on the widely used SATLIB and DIMACS benchmark
problems. DLM offers the further advantage that it is a general purpose technique ap-
plicable to the broader domain of CSPs.

Specifically, the paper examines three important DLM parameters described in [10]
that (i) control the number of zero cost moves taken in the weighted cost space (ii) set
the length of the tabu list and (iii) control the frequency with which weights are reduced.
We propose a simplified clause weighting algorithm that removes parameters (i) and
(ii) and compare the performance of this algorithm with DLM in the four problem
domains for which DLM was originally optimised (namely the SATLIB and DIMACS
random 3-SAT, parity function learning, graph colouring and blocks world planning
benchmarks). These results show that simplified clause weighting is competitive with
DLM and suggest future directions for a self-tuning, general purpose clause weighting
heuristic.

2 Clause Weighting

2.1 A Brief History

The clause weighting algorithm for SAT was simultaneously proposed in [5] and [8]
in 1993. Developed to improve on GSAT [8], clause weighting is an incomplete local
search method that escapes traps or minima by adding weight to currently false clauses.
This changes theweightedcost surface of a problem, allowing further cost reducing
moves by partially “filling in” [5] each minimum. As weights build up during the search,
flip selection is biased towards moves that satisfy more heavily weighted clauses. This
is analogous to a human problem solver fixing the most difficult parts of a problem first,
and then moving around the less constrained resources until a solution is found.

Various enhancements to clause weighting were proposed in the mid-90s, most no-
tably Jeremy Frank’s work on multiplicative weighting and weight decay [1]. Frank an-
ticipated much of the later work on clause weighting, particularly in controlling weight
growth so that the relative clause weight magnitudes remain fairly constant during the
search. However, it was not until the development of DLM that these insights were
translated into significant performance improvements.

2.2 DLM

DLM was first proposed as a general purpose optimisation technique rather than as
a special purpose SAT algorithm [9]. However, it has been widely recognised as the
state-of-the-art for solving the larger SAT benchmark problems [6] and subsequent ver-
sions have introduced SAT specific heuristics [11]. In addition to achieving performance
gains over other SAT techniques, DLM provides a mathematical foundation to clause
weighting, extending the theory of Lagrangian multipliers from continuous to discrete
space problem solving. When applied to SAT, DLM can be considered as a clause
weighting algorithm, with the discrete Lagrangian multipliers representing the clause
weights. The main differences between DLM and earlier clause weighting techniques



are in the use of a tabu list [3] to guide the search over plateau areas, and in the use of
a weight reduction heuristic that periodically reduces clause weights. While tabu lists
had previously been used in SAT [4] and similar weight reduction schemes had already
been suggested [1], the success of DLM hinges on the carefulcombinationof these
heuristics within a clause weighting algorithm. This is illustrated in the pseudocode for
DLM-SAT(in Figure 1) which is derived fromDLM-98-BASIC-SAT, DLM-99-SAT[10]
and theDLM-2000-SATsource code [11]. It represents the key features of DLM without
the laterDISTANCE-PENALTYandSPECIAL-INCREASEheuristics (designed to solve
the harder parity, graph and hanoi problems). We presentDLM-SATin some detail as
this algorithm acts as the base for our further development and also to isolate the three
main parameters used to tune DLM to particular problem domains, namely the tabu list
length (TABU), the maximum number of flat moves allowed (FLAT) and the number
of weight increases before a weight decrease occurs (DECREASE).

procedureDLM-SAT
begin

Generate a random starting point
bestWeightedCost← number of false clauses
Initialise counters and clause weights to zero
while solution not found andflips < maxFlipsdo

B ← set of best weighted cost single flip moves
if no improvingx ∈ B then

Remove allx ∈ B with flips− tabuAge(x) < TABU
if weighted cost< bestWeightedCost then

bestWeightedCost← weighted cost
flatMoves← 0

else if++flatMoves > FLAT and no improvingx ∈ B then
B ← ∅
flatMoves← 0

end if
if B 6= ∅ then

Randomly pick and flipx ∈ B
flips← flips + 1
if flips− tabuAge(x) > TABU then

tabuAge(x)← flips
else

Increase weight on all false clauses
if ++increases % DECREASE = 0then

Decrease weight on all weighted clauses
bestWeightedCost← weighted cost

end if
end if

end while
end

Fig. 1.The basic DLM algorithm



Weight Reduction in DLM and SDF DLM-SATextends clause weighting by using a
weight reduction scheme controlled by the DECREASE parameter shown in Figure 1.
This scheme reduces the weights on allweightedclauses by a standard decrement (usu-
ally one) after the search has added weight DECREASE times. Weight increases are
also of a simple additive nature. Other weighting schemes, most notably SDF [6], have
used multiplicative weighting and a continuous normalisation of relative weights after
each increase. While SDF has produced some improvement over DLM in terms of the
flip count on smaller sized problems, there is a significant run-time overhead in main-
taining SDF’s real valued weights. This is caused by having to recalculate the weights
on all clauses each time weight is added. In contrast, DLM only updates false clause
weights during an increase (generally less than 5% of the total clauses) and then only
updatesweightedclauses during a reduction (with reductions occurring after each DE-
CREASE number of weight increases). As the run-times in [6] show, SDF is up to 4
times slower than DLM, a result largely explained by the different operation of the
weight control schemes.

While multiplicative weighting and weight smoothing offer a less ad-hoc approach
to weight control, DLM’s additive reduction scheme works well in practice, is more effi-
cient and is controlled by a single parameter (rather than the two required for SDF). For
these reasons we decided to continue with a DLM type scheme in our own simplified
clause weighting scheme described in Section 2.3.

Tabu Lists and Short-Term Memory The second of DLM’s extensions to clause
weighting is the use of a tabu list to control the selection of non-cost improving moves.
Earlier SAT heuristics, such as HSAT [2], used a similar approach to break ties between
equal cost moves based on when a variable was last flipped. DLM’s tabu list differs
from these strategies by storing the most recently flipped variables in a list, the length
of which is set by the TABU parameter (see Figure 1). Any variable on the list is then
tabuand cannot be flipped unless it produces a cost improvement. The rationale behind
a tabu list is to avoid cycles of repeated moves and assist the search to escape from a
local minimum [3]. In DLM’s case, clause weighting already acts as a minima escap-
ing mechanism, so the tabu list is used primarily to navigate over plateaus (i.e. areas in
the search space where there are no cost improving moves). Simple clause weighting
algorithms generally deal with plateaus by immediately adding weight [5] whereas the
tabu list in DLM delays the weight increase in order to explore a plateau more thor-
oughly. Given that clause weighting when combined with a weight reduction scheme is
itself a form of short-term memory [1], the question arises why DLM requires aanother
short-term memory heuristic (namely a tabu list) to search plateaus.

2.3 Simplified Clause Weighting

Eliminating the Tabu List Our aim in this study is to produce a simplified clause
weighting algorithm, and particularly to reduce the number of parameters required to
tune an algorithm to different problem domains. From our analysis of clause weighting,
and DLM in particular, we identified two basic choices that define the effectiveness of
a search:



– When and by how much toincreaseclause weights
– When and by how much toreduceclause weights

DLM uses both the TABU and FLAT parameters to decide on weight increases, i.e.
either weights are increased because the maximum number of flat moves has been ex-
ceeded or because all plateau moves have become tabu. Similarly, the DECREASE
parameter is used to decide when to reduce weights. On the basis of our discussion in
Section 2.2 we decided to eliminate the TABU and FLAT parameters fromDLM-SAT
by removing the tabu list, and so to look for a simpler approach to increase weights
and control plateau searches. Early clause weighting algorithms avoided plateau search
by adding weight as soon as a plateau is encountered [5]. However, we found such
techniques do not scale well to larger problems (even if a weight reduction scheme is
included). We therefore decided to randomise the choice between adding weight or tak-
ing a plateau move (see Figure 2). While this creates another potential parameter, we
found the best plateau move selection probabilityP remains fairly constant across dif-
ferent problem domains (see Section 3). In additionP replaces replacesboththe TABU
and FLAT parameters fromDLM-SAT.

The Maximum Age Heuristic An analysis of the TABU parameter settings for DLM
shows an unusually long list length is required to solve the larger DIMACS random 3-
SAT problems [9]. Our randomised plateau move selection heuristic assumes sufficient
information is stored in the clause weights alone to guide the search trajectory. However,
the longer tabu list for 3-SAT suggests a longer term-memory is sometimes useful (as
pointed out in [1], clause weight reduction schemes provide onlyshort-termmemory).
We therefore developed a maximum age (MAX-AGE) heuristic to exploit longer-term
information about when a variable was last flipped. As with a tabu list,MAX-AGE
stores the number of flips since a variable was last flipped (this is a variable’s age).
However, instead of using a list, the age of each plateau flip is compared to amaximum
agevalue, wheremaximum age= total flips- maximum age counterandmaximum age
counteris incremented each timeMAX-AGEcauses a plateau move to be accepted. If
the age of a plateau move equals or exceedsmaximum agethen it is accepted, otherwise
we use our randomised selection heuristic described above. In this way the search is
biased towards flipping rarely used variables and is encouraged to occasionally take
steps into previously unexplored regions (the completeMAX-AGEalgorithm is shown
in Figure 2).

3 Empirical Analysis

As our work is based on the original DLM algorithms, we decided to evaluateMAX-
AGE in comparison with the most recent publicly available version of DLM, namely
DLM-2000-SAT(or DLM2K). DLM2K contains theSPECIAL-INCREASEheuristic de-
scribed in [10] and developed to solve the harder DIMACS parity learning, Towers of
Hanoi and graph colouring problems. Secondly, for a more direct comparison, we gen-
erated results for theDLM-SATalgorithm shown in Figure 1.DLM-SAT is our own
cut-down version of DLM that uses only the TABU, FLAT and DECREASE param-
eters, but is otherwise is derived fromDLM2K. Finally, we generated results for the



procedureMAX-AGE
begin

Generate a random starting point
Initialise counters and clause weights to zero
while solution not found andflips < maxFlipsdo

B ← set of best weighted cost single flip moves
if no improvingx ∈ B then

if oldestx ∈ B hasage(x) ≥ maxAge then
B ← x
maxAge← maxAge + 1

else ifrandom(p) ≤ P then
B ← ∅

end if
end if
if B 6= ∅ then

Randomly pick and flipx ∈ B
age(x)← ++flips

else
Increase weight on all false clauses
if ++increases % DECREASE = 0then

Decrease weight on all weighted clauses
end if

end while
end

Fig. 2.The MAX-AGE Algorithm

MAX-AGEalgorithm from Figure 2, which altersDLM-SATby replacing the tabu list
and the TABU and FLAT parameters with the heuristics described previously in Sec-
tion 2.3 (for further comparison of DLM with other leading SAT algorithms see [9],
[10] and [6]).

3.1 Problem Domains

For our problem set we chose the four problem domains for which existing DLM pa-
rameters have already been developed (namely random 3-SAT, parity learning, graph
colouring and blocks world). Using the DIMACS benchmarks we selectedf400to f3200
for random 3-SAT,par16-1-cto par16-5-cfor parity learning, all theg graph colouring
problems and the SATLIBbw-large-ato bw-large-dfor blocks world. Due to the length
of run-times, we did not produce a full set of results for the more difficult unsimplified
par16, par32andhanoiproblems. However we did confirm thatDLM2K has the supe-
rior performance for these problems (due to the operation of theSPECIAL-INCREASE
heuristic). We expect the addition of an equivalent heuristic toMAX-AGEwould pro-
duce a similar performance improvement, but did not explore this option as it adds a
further parameter to the problem.



3.2 Parameter Setting

One of the main advantages ofMAX-AGEis that it eliminates the task of setting the
TABU and FLAT parameters. We were therefore able to quickly tuneMAX-AGEby
selecting a single problem from each domain and varying the value of DECREASE
until an optimum point was found. The probabilityP of taking a plateau move inMAX-
AGEwas treated as a constant and set at 0.85, although we did examine the effects of
varyingP on several example problems (see Section 3.3). ForDLM-SATwe took the
published values of FLAT and TABU for each domain, but again experimented with
varying DECREASE to see if the optimum DECREASE forDLM-SATwas equivalent
to MAX-AGE(the final DECREASE values for each method are shown in the D column
of Table 1). Finally theDLM2K parameters were read directly from thedlmparamfiles
supplied for each problem domain with theDLM2K source code.

3.3 Results

The average flips over 100 runs on the complete problem set, allowing 100 million flips
per run, are shown in Table 1. In Table 2 we present the median flips (to provide an idea
of the shorter-term behaviour ofDLM-SATandMAX-AGE) and the CPU time usage for
each method and problem.

The average flip data in Table 1 showsMAX-AGEperforms competitively with
DLM-SATand that bothMAX-AGEandDLM-SATcan equal or exceedDLM2K on all
four problem domains. In particular,MAX-AGEachieves above average performance on
thepar16problems and equalsDLM2K on the harder graph colouringg problems. The
graph colouring results are interesting becauseDLM-SATperforms considerably worse
on these problems, implying that theSPECIAL-INCREASEheuristic inDLM2K is play-
ing an important role whichMAX-AGEis able to replace. However, on the largerpar
andhanoiproblems (not reported here)SPECIAL-INCREASEstill provides a decisive
advantage.

The median flips data in Table 2 shows a similar pattern to the average flips data,
indicating neitherMAX-AGEor DLM-SATwould gain an advantage from a random
restarts strategy (this was confirmed by further estimates of expected flips, based on
the work in [6]). However the CPU time usage does highlight an additional overhead
of 10-20% forMAX-AGE in comparison toDLM-SAT. This is caused byMAX-AGE
only accepting 15% of plateau flips and otherwise increasing weight. Weight increases
create overhead in terms of updating the flip cost of each affected variable. BothDLM
techniques avoid a proportion of this cost by searching plateaus more extensively under
the control of the tabu list. HoweverMAX-AGE’s overhead is not as significant as that
imposed by the alternative multiplicate weighting schemes of SDF and ESG, and on
several problemsMAX-AGE’s performance increase outweighs the time penalty.

Finally, we examined the effects of varying the value ofP from 0.6 to 0.95 inMAX-
AGEacross the whole problem set. These experiments showed thatP does affect per-
formance, but no clear pattern emerged. For instance, on the 3-SATf problems aP value
of 0.85 is consistently better whereas on thepar problems the optimum value ranges
from 0.8 to 0.95 and on the largerg problems a value of 0.8 works better. Given this



variation, treatingP as a constant at 0.85 appears the best compromise, although meet-
ing another problem domain where a significantly different valueP is required would
change our conclusions. Overall the results indicate that the tabu list and it’s associ-

Average Flips over 100 runs

Problem D DLM2K D DLM-SAT D MAX-AGE

f400 12 11,853 10 8,265 9 6,787
f600 12 66,846 10 33,947 9 30,745
f800 12 463,173 10 150,826 9 154,048
f1000 12 303,784 10 136,140 9 157,357
f1600 12 5,597,990 10 1,990,000 9 3,134,047
f2000 12 678,294 10 1,140,000 9 1,014,339
f3200 12 6,268,780 10 4,458,820 9 7,319,200

g125.17 7 813,463 6 1,693,360 4 729,628
g125.18 7 8,876 6 23,645 4 13,171
g250.15 7 2,309 6 2,272 4 2,212
g250.29 7 342,935 6 744,337 4 374,155

par16-1-c 46 3,917,350 40 2,771,220 40 1,958,802
par16-2-c 46 8,018,580 40 5,818,140 40 4,272,580
par16-3-c 46 6,920,230 40 5,672,240 40 3,941,307
par16-4-c 46 6,413,150 40 3,969,650 40 2,579,460
par16-5-c 46 6,150,910 40 5,236,300 40 4,269,350

bw-large.a 5 4,911 4 4,786 5 4,596
bw-large.b 5 51,203 4 54,480 5 76,968
bw-large.c 5 2,608,970 4 1,305,650 5 1,146,401
bw-large.d 5 6,992,680 4 2,082,610 5 1,746,582

Table 1.Average flips and DECREASE parameter (D)

ated parameters in DLM can be replaced by simpler clause weighting approach without
loss of performance. Although DLM’s tabu list has some run-time advantage over us-
ing weights to escape plateaus (by adding weight less often),MAX-AGEbalances this
by showing more robust performance over the problem set, especially in outperform-
ing DLM-SATon thepar16 problems and matching the performance ofDLM2K on
the larger graph colouring problems (without usingSPECIAL-INCREASE). Addition-
ally, MAX-AGEhas the advantage of not having to tune the length of the tabu list to
each problem domain, or to decide on the optimum number of flat moves before adding
weight.

4 Conclusions

The aim of this study was to produce a simplified clause weighting algorithm with
comparable performance to the state-of-the-art SAT techniques. To this end we have



DLM-SAT MAX-AGE

Median CPU Flips/ Median CPU Flips/
Problem Flips Time Sec. Flips Time Sec.

f400 5,411 0.08103,313 5,545 0.07102,209
f600 27,875 0.35 96,991 22,533 0.34 90,507
f800 94,173 1.85 81,528 102,000 2.18 70,671
f1000 95,373 1.74 78,241 106,717 2.32 67,718
f1600 1,395,129 29.24 68,0491,990,812 57.69 54,328
f2000 705,188 17.55 64,959 554,880 17.97 56,616
f3200 10,441,781 90.94 49,0282,682,022134.25 54,521

g125.17 1,148,187100.49 16,851 607,922 53.31 13,687
g125.18 15,638 1.47 15,997 10,187 2.92 4,514
g250.15 2,257 17.34 131 2,199 18.15 122
g250.29 490,777196.24 3,793 315,791144.02 2,598

par16-1-c 1,901,390 21.94126,2841,383,090 17.72110,549
par16-2-c 4,296,443 46.48125,1753,505,468 38.74110,278
par16-3-c 3,805,261 44.45127,6172,849,531 34.61113,882
par16-4-c 2,604,387 31.39126,4521,859,387 22.75113,374
par16-5-c 3,474,445 40.65128,7993,168,043 37.56113,657

bw-large.a 3,412 0.01 59,825 3,697 0.08 56,191
bw-large.b 36,111 1.14 47,789 62,840 1.56 49,209
bw-large.c 718,075 37.23 35,072 719,077 37.26 30,768
bw-large.d 1,364,447118.80 17,5311,023,887 96.91 18,023

Table 2.Median flips and CPU usage

developed the single parameterMAX-AGEalgorithm and shown it to have comparable
and, in some cases, superior performance with the latest versions ofDLM. In terms of
the future development of clause weighting algorithmsMAX-AGEhas highlighted two
points:

– the use of a tabu list and its associated parameters is not a necessary feature of an
efficient clause weighting technique.

– additive weighting schemes can be simply controlled by a single parameter and can
be more efficiently implemented than alternative multiplicative schemes.

We considerMAX-AGEas a step towards developing more intelligent constraint solving
technologies that do not rely on a manual fine-tuning of parameters. In future work we
will look further into predicting the best value of the remaining DECREASE parameter
via an analysis of various run-time measures and incorporate this within a self-tuning
algorithm. Also for further research is the incorporation of parameter-free versions of
DLM’s SPECIAL-INCREASEand/orDISTANCE-PENALTYinto MAX-AGEto improve
performance on the more difficult DIMACS benchmark problems.
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